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Critical to the success of any (sport) entertainment orga-
nization is its ability to evaluate talent and recruit the 

best performers. Entertainment is a star-driven industry and 
the success of a team, event, or entertainment product (such 
as a movie, theater show, or concert) is often dependent on 
the ability of the organization to select the right perform-
er for their entertainment property (Elberse, 2013). Among 
all forms of entertainment, sport might have it the easiest 
in recruiting and evaluating talent, as unlike other forms of 
entertainment, the performance of athletes is grounded in 
quantifiable actions. Nevertheless, as we demonstrated in 
The Wages of Wins (2006), many sport organizations strug-
gle with the task of selecting talent. 

The book reviewed research I had completed with various 
co-authors (primarily Martin Schmidt and Stacey Brook—
the two co-authors on the book) across the previous decade. 
This research covered a variety of topics including the im-
pact of labor disputes in professional sports, the link be-
tween team spending and success, competitive balance, and 
the measurement of performance in football and basketball. 
With respect to this last topic, we spent a few pages (certainly 
less than 10) discussing Allen Iverson. 

A few weeks after our book appeared, Malcolm Gladwell 
graciously reviewed our work on the pages of The New York-
er. Despite the aforementioned list of topics, Gladwell’s re-
view focused primarily on our analysis of Iverson. As Glad-
well correctly surmised, what we said about Iverson captured 
much of what we were trying to say in the book. For example, 
consider the final paragraph of his review:

“One can play basketball. One can watch basket-
ball. One can both play and watch basketball for a 
thousand years. If you do not systematically track 
what the players do, and then uncover the statis-
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PIE and NBA Efficiency are actually quite similar to the 
TENDEX model, developed by Dave Heeran in 1959.2 So 
this approach, which involves simply adding the positive ac-
tions a player takes and subtracting the negative, is perhaps 
the oldest attempt to aggregate the statistics tracked for an 
individual basketball player into a single number.

Unfortunately, neither PIE nor NBA Efficiency is correlat-
ed with team wins. A simple regression of a team’s winning 
percentage on a team’s NBA Efficiency reveals that only 34% 
of the variation in a team’s winning percentage is explained 
by this measure. If one considers NBA Efficiency per pos-
session employed, the explanatory power rises to 0.67.3 This 
seems rather low for an “advanced” stat. But if we turn to 
Player Efficiency Rating (PER), which NBA.com says is com-
parable to PIE, we see a similar problem. Relative to NBA 
Efficiency, PER appears to be much more complex.4

Player Efficiency Rating (PER) = (League Pace/Team Pace) * 
(15/League Average) *(1/Minutes Played) *

 [3FGM + AST*0.67 + (FGM*{2-[(team AST / team  
 FGM)*0.588]}) 
 + (FTM*0.5*{1+[1+(team AST/team FGM)] +   
 (team AST / team FGM)*0.67]})
 - (VOP * TO) – (MSFG * VOP * league DRB%) 
 - {MSFG*VOP*0.44*[0.44 + (0.56*league DRB%)]}
 + [DRB *VOP*(1-league DRB%)] + (ORB *VO  
 P*league DRB%) + (STL*VOP)
 + (BLK*VOP*league DRB%) 
 - {PF * [league FTM per PF – (league FTA per PF *  
 0.44*VOP)]}]                               (1)
 
where
 PACE = [(Offensive Possessions + Defensive  
 Possessions) * 48] / (Minutes Played/2)
 Possession = FGM + 0.44*FTM + TO – ORB
 League Average = Average PERs value
 3FGM = Three point field goals made
 MSFG = Missed field goals
 VOP= Average Points Scored per Possession for the  
 League 
 leagueDRB% = Average Defensive Rebounds  
 divided by Average Total Rebounds

PER is certainly looks much more complicated than NBA Ef-
ficiency. But this complex model can be simplified by a mod-
el Hollinger called “Game Score.” 

Game Score = PTS + 0.4 * FGM - 0.7 * FGA - 0.4*(FTA-FTM) 
+ 0.7 * OREB + 0.3 * DREB + STL + 0.7 * AST + 0.7 * BLK - 
0.4 * PF – TO                                              (2)

Although Game Score appears quite different from PER, 
Game Score per 48 minutes and PER have a 0.99 correlation 

tical relationship between these actions and wins, 
you will never know why teams win and why they 
lose.”

This quote does capture the story that we tried to tell. 
Watching sports is not enough. To understand what is hap-
pening, one has to understand the numbers. And when we 
look at the numbers from basketball, it becomes clear that 
many people who spend countless hours watching the game 
don’t seem to understand why teams win or lose. 

Measuring Performance in the NBA

Why do economists study sports? Economist Lawrence 
Kahn (2000) articulated: “There is no research setting other 
than sports where we know the name, face, and life history of 
every production worker and supervisor in the industry”  (p. 
75). The “life history” Kahn refers to allows researchers to do 
something that is very difficult in most industries. In sports, 
we have data that allows us to measure the productivity of 
the individual worker. 

The data on individual workers in baseball goes back to 
the 19th century. And most of the early empirical work by 
economists with sports data focused on baseball. When I 
first started doing research into the economics of profession-
al basketball, in the mid-1990s, I realized I needed to mea-
sure how players impacted wins (i.e., a measure of a player’s 
productivity). Unfortunately, unlike what we see in baseball, 
the measures created by non-academics were not particular-
ly good measures of a player’s contribution to team success.

Consider the Player Impact Estimate (PIE) reported at 
NBA.com. The numerator for PIE, as noted below, primarily 
involves adding together the positive factors a player takes on 
the court (PTS, DREB, OREB, AST, STL, and BLK) and sub-
tracting missed shots, TO, and PF. Other than only counting 
½ of OREB and BLK, the numerator is the same as the NBA 
Efficiency formula that used to be reported at NBA.com.1

[PTS – (FGA - FGM) – (FTA – FTM) + DREB + 0.5*OREB 
+ AST + STL + 0.5*BLK – PF – TO]

[TmPTS – (TmFGA - TmFGM) – (TmFTA – TmFTM) + 
TmDREB + 0.5*TmOREB + TmAST + TmSTL + 0.5*TmBLK 
– TmPF – TmTO]

where

PTS = Points scored FGA = Field Goals Attempted 
FGM = Field Goals Made FTA = Free Throws Attempted
FTM = Free Throws Made DREB = Defensive rebounds 
OREB = Offensive rebounds AST = Assists
STL = Steals BLK = Blocked shots  
PF = Personal Fouls TO = Turnovers 
TM = the team’s accumulation of this factor  

NBA.com
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(Berri & Bradbury, 2010). In addition, Game Score and NBA 
Efficiency also have a 0.99 correlation (Berri & Bradbury, 
2010). Given this result, it is not surprising to see that a team’s 
Game Score explains only 33% of the variation in team win-
ning percentage.5 The primary problem with each of these 
measures actually is how each measures a player’s shooting 
efficiency. For example, consider the approach taken by both 
NBA Efficiency and PIE. Each of these argue that a player’s 
value rises when a point is scored and declines when a play-
er misses a shot. As Berri and Bradbury (2010) noted, all of 
this means that a player who converts on 33% of his/her two-
point field goal attempts will break-even. From three-point 
the range, the break-even point is 25%. When we turn to 
Game Score, the break-even points are even lower. Berri and 
Bradbury reported that on two-point shots the break-even 
point is 29.2% while on three-point shots it is 20.6%. 

An average NBA player makes 49% of shots from two-
point range and 35% from beyond the arc. So the break-even 
points employed by the above metrics are well below average. 
And that means that these measures argue that an immense-
ly inefficient scorer could actually help a team by simply 
taking more shots. Of course, that can’t be correct. Thus, we 
should not be surprised to learn that the link between wins 
and these measures is quite poor. However, perhaps surpris-
ingly, PER is probably the most frequently cited measure of 
player performance in the NBA.

The problem with each of these measures is that they are 
entirely arbitrary. No effort is really made to ascertain how 
the various box score statistics impact wins. This problem 
can be solved, though, by simply turning to the standard 
toolkit of economics. When economists wish to understand 
how various factors relate to an outcome, economists typical-
ly run a regression. And if we apply this standard approach to 
the study of basketball performance, it results in a model that 
a) explains wins and b) allows us to see how a player impacts 
outcomes in basketball.

The specific model employed is labeled Wins Produced. 
Earlier versions of this approach were detailed in other work 
I participated in such as Berri and Brook (1996), Berri and 
Brook (1999), Berri (1999), and Berri and Krautmann (2006). 
These earlier works took the standard approach in econom-
ics and employed a regression to uncover the link between 
wins and the box score statistics. But the specifications were 
never entirely satisfactory.

In writing The Wages of Wins, most of what we know as 
“Wins Produced” was developed. This book, though, was 
written for a general audience and avoided presenting equa-
tions. For all the math, we can turn to Berri (2008).6 Within, 
I detailed the following steps:
1. Regress team winning percentage on each team’s offensive 

and defensive efficiency.7 This regression allows us to see 
the impact on wins of PTS, FGA, FTA, OREB, Opp.FGM, 
Opp.FTM, Opp.TO, DREB, Team Rebounds (that change 
possession), PF, STL. 

2. Additional regressions are employed to ascertain the value 
of BLK and AST.

3. With the value of each factor ascertained, a player’s Wins 
Produced can be calculated. This calculation involves tak-
ing into account the diminishing returns aspect of defen-
sive rebounds, incorporating the team factors that are not 
linked to individuals, and adjusting for position played.
The results of these steps are a model where the summation 

of each player’s Wins Produced explains about 95% of team 
wins. In addition, like most models based on the NBA’s box 
score statistics, the Wins Produced model is quite consistent 
across time (Berri, 2012; Berri & Bradbury, 2010; Berri, Da-
vid, & Burke, 2012). And finally, unlike models such as PIE, 
NBA Efficiency, and the Player Efficiency Rating, the Wins 
Produced model employs weights that are entirely based on 
empirical research. In other words, the value placed on each 
box score statistic is not simply assigned, but is derived from 
an empirical model connecting those statistics to team wins.

So the Wins Produced model allows us to objectively con-
nect player performance to team outcomes (Berri, Brown, 
Rascher, Martinelli, & Galletti, 2013; Berri & Krautmann, 
2013). And this connection tells a very clear story about what 
determines wins in the NBA. Teams win in the NBA because 
they are able to
a. gain possession of the ball without the other team scoring 

(i.e., grab defensive rebounds, force turnovers), 
b. keep possession of the ball (i.e., avoid turnovers and grab 

offensive rebounds), and
c. ultimately turn possessions into points (shoot efficiently 

from the field, get to the line and hit free throws).
Now that we see what primarily determines wins, let’s talk 

about the career of Allen Iverson. The following table reports 
Iverson’s career averages (per 48 minutes) with respect to a 
variety of box score statistics. In addition, the average NBA 
performance for point guards and shooting guards (Iverson 
played both positions in his career) are also presented. 

The statistics are listed in three groups. First we have the 
scoring factors. With respect to these factors, Iverson was 
above average with respect to points scored. But when we 
turn to effective field goal percentage and true shooting per-
centage (i.e., two measure of shooting efficiency),8 we can see 
Iverson didn’t score so many points because he was good at 
shooting. The key was his above average shot attempts. But 
because his ability to get those shots to go in the basket was 
below average, the numbers indicate that Iverson was actual-
ly a below average scorer. 

When we turn to the possession factors and help factors, 
we see that Iverson was only above average with respect 
to steals and personal fouls. So relative to a typical guard, 
Iverson was generally below average with respect to almost 
everything. And yet, when we turn to NBA Efficiency and 
Player Efficiency Rating, each metric indicates that Iverson 
was definitely above average in his career. 
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This result illustrates the problems with these measures. 
Although Iverson was below average as a scorer, his efficien-
cy level exceeded the aforementioned break-even points. 
Consequently, because Iverson took so many shots, PER and 
NBA Efficiency argue he was well above average. But when 
we return to what determines wins we realize that isn’t likely. 
Once again, wins are determined by the ability to get and 
keep possession of the ball and then the ability to convert 
those possessions into points. In other words, shooting effi-
ciency really matters. And although Iverson was able to get 
steals, his inability to shoot efficiently from the field didn’t 
help. Consequently, Iverson was actually below average in 
terms of Wins Produced per 48 minutes.

It has been argued that players like Iverson are important 
because they “create” shots. A few months after The Wages of 
Wins was published, though, we were able to see that maybe 
this story isn’t quite right either. In December of 2006, the 
Philadelphia 76ers sent Allen Iverson to the Denver Nug-
gets. Iverson averaged 24.4 field goal attempts per game for 

the Sixers prior to the trade. This 
mark represented more than 30% 
of the team’s 78.1 field goal at-
tempts per game. If one believed 
Iverson “created” those shots, 
then the Sixers would have been 
in trouble without their All-Star 
guard. But after that trade, the 
Sixers averaged 78.2 field goal at-
tempts per game. 

Not only did the Sixers not 
need Iverson to “create” shots, 
they also learned they didn’t need 
him to create wins. At the time of 
this trade, the Sixers were 5-19. In 
return for Iverson, the Sixers were 
given point guard Andre Miller, 
power forward Joe Smith, and 
two first round picks. Miller’s ca-
reer WP48 (prior to the 2014-15 
season) was 0.162 so Miller was 
an upgrade over Iverson. Given 
these additions, I made the fol-
lowing forecast at The Wages of 
Wins Journal when the trade was 
made:9 

“Put it all together and we see 
that this team could win half 
its games going forward. Now 
I am assuming that what 
these players have done so 
far this season will continue. 
And I am assuming that I can 
truly guess how the minutes 
will be allocated. But if both 

my assumptions are correct (and what are the odds 
an economist can get two assumptions right?), then 
the 76ers can expect to win about 30 more games. 
This gives the team a final record of 35-47, which 
should leave them out of the playoffs and with very 
few balls in the lottery hopper.”

The Sixers won their final game of the 2006-07 season. And 
with that win, the team finished with a record of 35-47. So 
yes, without Iverson, the Sixers did improve. Again, this was 
not a surprising result. Missing a large number of shots is not 
actually helpful. So it should not be surprising that removing 
a player like Iverson would actually improve a team’s record.

Evaluating Talent in the NBA

Despite the story told by the data, Iverson was consistently 
treated like a star during his NBA career. In Iverson’s career 
he was the following:

Table 1. Allen Iverson vs. an Average NBA Player

Allen Iverson
Career Average

Average 
Shooting Guard

Average 
Point Guard

Scoring Factors

Field Goals Made 10.81* 8.22 7.14
Field Goals Attempted 25.42* 18.35 16.19
Effective Field Goal Percentage 45.2% 48.6% 47.8%
Free Throws Made 8.14* 4.07 3.64
Free Throws Attempted 10.43* 5.12 4.57
Free Throw Percentage 78.0% 79.6% 79.6%
True Shooting Percentage 51.8% 53.1% 52.5%
Points Scored 31.1* 21.9 19.1

Possession Factors

Offensive Rebounds 0.95 1.51 1.07
Defensive Rebounds 3.38 4.01 3.61
Total Rebounds 4.33 5.51 4.68
Steals 2.53* 1.82 2.09
Turnovers 4.17 2.95 3.52

Help Factors

Assists 7.18 4.91 9.01
Blocked Shots 0.21 0.48 0.28
Personal Fouls 2.27* 3.83 3.74

Performance Metrics

Player Efficiency Rating 20.9* 15.0 15.0
NBA Efficiency per 48 minutes 24.3* 20.5 21.7
Wins Produced per 48 minutes 0.061 0.100 0.100
* - above average numbers
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•	 The	first	player	taken	in	the	1996	draft
•	 He	was	named	Rookie	of	the	Year	and	voted	by	the	coach-

es to the All-Rookie First Team
•	 All-NBA	 First	 Team	 in	 1999,	 2001,	 and	 2005;	 All-NBA	

Second Team in 2000, 2002, and 2003; and All-NBA Third 
Team in 2006.

•	 NBA	Most	Valuable	Player	in	2001
•	 Led	the	NBA	in	minutes	played	in	2003	and	2008
•	 Was	paid	$154.49	million	in	his	career

A collection of studies have looked at player evaluation in 
the NBA and utilized a similar methodology. And when we 
review these studies, we can see why Iverson’s career—from 
the perspective of the above list—was so successful. Howev-
er, those NBA efficiency measures do a poor job of explain-
ing actual performance and much of that has to do with box 
scores being unable to adjust for variations in a true position. 
For example, players are compared against others listed as 
playing the same position without respect to their actual re-
sponsibilities. 

Let’s begin our review with where the career of most NBA 
players begin. Like other North American sports, the NBA 
employs a reverse-order draft. Berri, Brook, and Fenn (2011) 
asked which factors determined where an NBA prospect se-
lected out of college will be chosen. Of the box score statistics 
considered, points-per-minute in college easily had the larg-
est impact.10 In contrast, shooting efficiency in college had a 
relatively small impact, while rebounds and turnovers (i.e., 
possession factors) did not impact draft position.

In addition, these authors found that appearing in the Fi-
nal Four and the age of the player also impacted where a play-
er was drafted. Scoring, Final Four appearances, and age did 
not have much predictive power when the authors looked at 
performance in the NBA; however, shooting efficiency and 
rebounds in college did predict future NBA performance. So 
the study of the NBA Draft revealed a disconnect between 
the factors that determine draft position and the factors that 
actually predict NBA performance.

And this disconnect continues when the player begins 
playing in the NBA. Consider the head coaches voting for the 
All-Rookie teams. Berri, Brook, and Schmidt (2007) looked 
at the coaches voting for this award from 1995 to 2007. The 
results indicate that a 10% increasing in scoring per game 
led to a 22.4% increasing in voting points from the coach-
es. Shooting efficiency, rebounds, and turnovers also were 
found to be statistically significant. But none of these factors 
had the same impact as scoring per game. 

Voting for the All-Rookie team is not the only evaluation 
of coaches examined. Allocating minutes per player is clearly 
a more important decision. But before we get to how coach-
es assign minutes, lets briefly touch on another award. Each 
year the sports writers vote on the NBA’s Most Valuable Play-
er (MVP). Berri, VanGilder, and Fenn (2014) studied this 
vote and, just as was found with respect to coaches and the 
All-Rookie team, scoring also has the largest impact on the 

MVP voting of the sportswriters. Specifically, a 10% increase 
in scoring increases the MVP votes a player receives by 
39.5%. And unlike what we saw for the coaches All-Rookie 
voting, the sportswriters’ vote was not statistically impacted 
by shooting efficiency. 

Awards may or may not be important. So we might ar-
gue that it doesn’t matter how coaches (or the media) votes 
for these. Minutes per game, though, are a different story. 
For example, in a working paper I am part of (i.e., Berri, 
Deutscher, & Galletti, 2014). One of the primary responsibil-
ities as a coach is to determine who should play. And when 
we look at how coaches allocate these minutes, we see that 
personal fouls dominate the decision. But that simply reflects 
the rules of the game. Next on the list is points scored per 
game. And we see that if a player increases their scoring per 
minute by 10%, minutes per game will increase by 3.25%. 
In contrast, a 10% increase in shooting efficiency only leads 
to a 1.4% increase in minutes per game. And the impact of 
rebounds is even smaller. 

Of course, players might be most interested in what gets 
them paid. Berri, Brook, and Schmidt (2007) looked at the 
NBA free agent market from 2001 to 2006. This basic model 
was also employed in Stumbling on Wins and then in Berri, 
Leeds, and Von Allmen (2015). This latter worked considered 
veteran players who signed multi-year contracts in the NBA 
from 2001 to 2011. Although a variety of independent vari-
ables were employed, we are, once again, focused on the story 
told by the box score statistics. And once again, the player 
statistic that has the largest impact on a player’s wage is points 
scored. A 10% increase in points per minute was found to 
increase a free agent’s salary by 4.28%. In contrast, as 10% in-
crease in shooting efficiency and rebounds per-minute only 
increased wages by 2.42% and 2.1%, respectively. 

All of these studies illustrate why Iverson was treated so 
well in his career. Iverson averaged 25.0 points per game 
his last year in college. As an NBA rookie he averaged 23.5 
points per game. And when he won the MVP award in 2001 
he averaged 31.1 points per game. His career ended with an 
average of 26.7 points per game, a mark that currently ranks 
seventh all-time. Given what we know about player evalua-
tion, it is easy to see why Iverson was believed to be a star. 
Unfortunately when we consider the factors that determine 
wins it becomes clear that Iverson was not a very productive 
NBA player.

Concluding Observations

The story of Allen Iverson is hardly unique. As the system-
atic analysis of basketball’s numbers reveals, the factors that 
determine wins (i.e., shooting efficiency and possession fac-
tors) are not the same as the factors that drive player evalua-
tion (i.e., taking shots). Consequently there are other scorers 
in NBA history who did not produce many wins.
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To illustrate, consider the following table. This list of play-
ers each began playing in the NBA after 1973 and as of the 
end of the 2013-14 season had played at least 15,000 career 
minutes and averaged 20.0 points per game. In sum, these 
are the top NBA scorers of the past 40 years.

An average NBA player produces 0.100 Wins per 48 min-
utes. As one can see, most of the above scorers were above 
average in their careers. And 10 of these players produced 
more than twice what an average player offers per 48 min-
utes. But eight of these players—a list that includes Allen 
Iverson—produced less than an average player. And of these, 
Alex English, Bernard King, and Mitch Richmond are in the 
NBA’s Hall-of-Fame. 

All of the analysis we have seen reveals that the game of 
basketball actually consists of two separate contests. One of 
these is focused on the winner and loser of the game the fans 
are watching. But there is another game within the game. 
Players know that the more they score, the better people will 
think of their game. And the players also know that the more 
they shoot, the more they will score. Consequently players 
also compete on the same team for shot attempts. Those who 
win that competition will be rewarded for their victory. But 
the story of those at the bottom of the above list demonstrate 
that if an unproductive player wins the shot attempts game, 
the team that employs the less productive star is less likely 
to win. 

The basketball case study demonstrates that even if firms 
have the data to evaluate the performance of workers, mis-
takes will happen if that data is interpreted incorrectly. Cur-
rently, the incorrect way to evaluate basketball players incen-
tivizes them to perform in a manner that is contradictory to 
the success of the organization (i.e., shooting over passing), 
and basketball is not unique in this sense. Increasingly, firms, 
both inside and outside of sports, are turning to data to make 
better decisions. What the study of basketball illustrates is 
that having the data is only the first step. To make the best 
decisions, this data has to be analyzed properly. 
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Endnotes
1 The NBA Efficiency formula is as follows: 
NBA Efficiency = PTS + OREB + DREB + STL + BLK + AST 
– TO – (FGA-FGM) – (FTM-FTA)
An explanation for the weights on OREB and BLK does not 
appear to be offered at NBA.com. And these weights don’t 

really impact the final evaluation of the players. NBA Effi-
ciency and the numerator of PIE have a 0.99 correlation (this 
result is based on 346 player observations from the 2013-14 
season who played a minimum of 500 minutes with a single 
team). NBA Efficiency has a 0.98 correlation with the player 
evaluation generated from the complete PIE formula.
2  Heeren, Dave (1992). The simple TENDEX formula is as 
follows:
TENDEX = PTS + ORB + DRB + STL + AST + BLK – (FGA-
FGM) – (FTA-FTM)/2 – TO – PF
In evaluating an individual player, one divides TENDEX by 
minutes played. One then also divides by game pace.
TENDEX and NBA Efficiency are also quite similar to the 
Points Created model developed by Robert Bellotti (1996).
Points Created = PTS + ORB + DRB + STL + AST + BLK – 
MSFG – MSFT – TO – PF/2
Bellotti also presents a more complex measure that adjusts 
for game pace. One should note, the denominator in PIE is 
designed to adjust for game pace. So PIE could be thought of 
as reviving the older TENDEX and Points Created models.
3 The specific regression involved regressing team winning 
percentage on a team’s NBA Efficiency. The data utilized 
began in 1987-88 and ended with the 2013-14 season (771 
team observations were employed). PIE divides a player’s 
performance by the team’s performance. We can’t look at the 
team from this perspective (since it would involve dividing 
the team’s performance by the team’s performance). But team 
performance is employed in PIE to account for team pace, 
which can be measured with the possession a team employs 
(as noted below, this is FGA + 0.44*FTA + TO – OREB). 
The numerator of PIE explains 36% of the variation in wins. 
When the numerator of PIE is weighted by team pace it has 
an explanatory power of 0.65. 
4 PER was detailed in Hollinger, John (2002). Hollinger’s 
work can also be found at ESPN.com and at Basketball-Ref-
erence.com.
5 The specific regression involved regressing team winning 
percentage on a team’s Game Score per game. The data uti-
lized began in 1987-88 and ended with the 2013-14 season 
(771 team observations were employed). If we weight game 
score by team possessions, explanatory power rises to 0.61.
6 For a shorter version, one is reviewed to wagesofwins.com/
how-to-calculate-wins-produced/
7 Offensive efficiency = points scored / possessions employed. 
Defensive efficiency = points surrendered / possessions ac-
quired
where
Possessions employed = FGA + TO + 0.445*FTA - ORB
Possessions acquired = Opp.FGM + 0.445*Opp.FTM + Opp.
TO + DRB + TeamRebounds (that change possessions)
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and where FGA = Field Goal Attempts, FTA = Free Throw 
Attempts, FGM = Free Throws Made, and FTM = Free 
Throws Made 
The idea that efficiency metrics explain wins was put forward 
by both John Hollinger (2002) and Dean Oliver (2004). The 
specification of possessions acquired was put forward in Berri 
(2008). This work also noted how the coefficient before FTA 
and Opp.FTM could be estimated. Berri (2008) also noted 
how one estimates team rebounds that change possession (a 
factor not recorded) and how the value of personal fouls (PF) 
and steals (STL) can be derived from the respective values of 
Opp.FTM and Opp.TO.
8 Effective field goal percentage or Adjusted field goal per-
centage = [(PTS-FTM)/FGA]/2
True Shooting Percentage = [(PTS)/(FGA+0.44*FTA+-
TO)]/2
9 http://wagesofwins.com/2006/12/19/first-impressions-of-
the-iverson-trade/
10 Berri, Brook, and Fenn (2011) indicated that a one stan-
dard deviation increase in points-per-minute would improve 
draft position by 6.3 slots. The next most important box 
score statistic was blocked shots per minute. A one standard 
deviation increase in this factor only improved draft position 
by 3.9 slots. 

http://wagesofwins.com/2006/12/19/first-impressions-of-the-iverson-trade/
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